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Abstract

We put forth in this paper a geometrically motivated motion error analysis which is capable
of supporting investigation of global e®ect such as inherent ambiguities. This is in contrast with
the usual statistical kinds of motion error analyses which can only deal with local e®ect such as
noise perturbations, and where much of the results regarding global ambiguities are empirical
in nature. The error expression that we derive allows us to predict the exact conditions likely to
cause ambiguities and how these ambiguities vary with motion types such as lateral or forward
motion. Given the erroneous 3-D motion estimates caused by the inherent ambiguities, it is also
important to study the behavior of the resultant distortion in depth recovered under di®erent
motion-scene con¯gurations. Such an investigation may alert us to the occurrence of ambiguities
under di®erent conditions and be more careful in picking the solution. Our formulation, though
geometrically motivated, was also put to use in modeling the e®ect of noise and in revealing the
strong in°uence of feature distribution. Experiments on both synthetic and real image sequences
were conducted to verify the various theoretical predictions.
Keywords: Structure from motion, error analysis, epipolar constraint, inherent ambiguity,
depth distortion
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Introduction

The estimation of the 3-D motion and structure is notorious for its noise sensitivity; a small
amount of error in the image measurements can lead to very di®erent solutions. Structure from
motion (SFM) algorithms proposed in the past two decades faced this problem to varying extent
which has led to many error analyses (Adiv 1989; Daniilidis and Spetsakis 1997; Weng et al.
1991; Young 1992). To date, however, few of them have ever attempted to give a topological
characterization of the residuals associated with di®erent optimization criteria which would make
explicit the con¯guration of the error surface, especially the distribution of the local minima of the
cost functions. Ideally, such a characterization should consider the ambiguities under a full range of
motion-scene con¯gurations. The rationale for such a comprehensive description of the ambiguities
is that since most SFM algorithms perform well only in restricted domains, it was important to
evaluate the limits of applicability of these algorithms. That is, each algorithm should be evaluated
speci¯cally against likely problem conditions. If such understanding could be achieved, it then
becomes possible to fuse the results of several SFM algorithms or to fuse the visual motion cues
with other cues such as vestibular signals. This viewpoint has been expressed by (Oliensis 2000a).
In this paper, we propose an approach that lends itself towards understanding the full behavior
of SFM algorithms. Instead of dealing with speci¯c algorithms each using di®erent optimization
techniques, we study one class of algorithms based on the weighted di®erential epipolar constraint.
This class includes most of the existing di®erential SFM algorithms using optical °ow as input.
What permits an unifying view of these di®erent algorithms is a new optimization criterion to
be presented in this paper. It is based on the di®erence between the original optical °ow and
the reprojected °ow obtained via a backprojection of the reconstructed depth, analogous to the
distance between the observation and the reprojection of the reconstructed point in the discrete
case (Zhang 1998). We showed that the di®erent weighted di®erential epipolar constraints used
in the literature correspond to the di®erent ways of reconstructing depth using the optimization
criterion presented in this paper. Thus this criterion also lends a geometric interpretation to the
various weights used. More importantly, it allows us to develop a simple and explicit expression for
the residual errors of the optimization functions in terms of the errors in the 3-D motion estimates
and enables us to predict the exact conditions likely to cause ambiguities. The result is that the
inherent ambiguities in both translation and rotation estimates are identi¯ed; how the likelihood of
these ambiguities varies with the scene and the motion types such as lateral or forward motion is
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also made apparent. To round o® this section on the investigation of motion ambiguity, we extend
our analysis to include the e®ect of noise in the image measurements, using both the isotropic and
the anisotropic noise models. Our investigation unravels the impact a realistic anisotropic noise
distribution can have on the topology of the cost functions.
The behavioral description of SFM algorithms would not be complete without saying something
about how the depths would be recovered given such motion ambiguities. As a consequence of the
motion ambiguities, the estimated 3-D motion parameters contain errors; thus the reconstructed
depth would be a distorted version of the physical depth. The need to characterize such depth
distortion arising from errors in the motion estimates prompted the work of Cheong et al. (Cheong
et al. 1998), which gave an account of the systematic nature of the errors in the depth estimates
via the so-called iso-distortion framework. It showed that the most general description of such
a transformation from the physical to the perceived space is very complicated, belonging to the
family of Cremona transformations. The work of Cheong and Xiang (Cheong and Xiang 2001)
built upon that framework and considered the depth distortion under two generic types of motion,
namely, lateral and forward motion, with a view to obtain robust recovery of depth information.
In this paper, we use the same framework to study the special properties of depth distortion
when the spurious motion estimates are caused by the inherent ambiguities associated with any
general motion. The consequence of these distortion enables us to explain some well-known human
perceptual illusions such as the \rotating cylinder illusion". Correlatively, if human su®ers from
such distortion and yet can perform many tasks e±ciently, it is hoped that a deeper understanding
of the distortion would help to emulate human in these performances. The understanding of such
distortion may also be useful for other purposes such as alerting one to the occurrence of ambiguities,
thereby allowing us to pick up the true solution.

Relation to previous work
The SFM problem is usually treated as two subproblems, namely, the measurement of 2-D image
displacement (correspondences) or velocity (optical °ow), and the extraction of 3-D relative motion
and structure information using as input the 2-D image measurements. Due to the ill-conditioned
nature of the ¯rst subproblem, the input to the 3-D motion estimation algorithms inevitably contains errors. In view of such errors, most of the previous error analysis on 3-D motion estimation
(Adiv 1989; Daniilidis and Spetsakis 1997; Weng et al. 1991; Young 1992; Heeger and Jepson 1992;
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Maybank 1993) related the errors of the estimated 3-D motion parameters to the measurement
errors in the ¯rst subproblem. The errors are typically expressed as a high variance or a bias in
the motion parameters through some statistical analysis (Adiv 1989; Daniilidis and Spetsakis 1997;
Weng et al. 1991; Young 1992; Heeger and Jepson 1992; Maybank 1993), or given as empirical ¯gures (Dutta and Snyder 1990) through some simulations. A comprehensive survey of such analysis
was given by Daniilidis and Spetsakis (Daniilidis and Spetsakis 1997). Several results have been
established by such analysis:
² Maybank (Maybank 1993), Jepson and Heeger (Heeger and Jepson 1992) established the
result that the plane de¯ned by the true translation and the optical axis can be determined
by most SFM algorithms reliably. They obtained this result based on strict assumptions such
as in¯nitesimal ¯eld of view (FOV). The ¯nding is closely related to the bas-relief ambiguity
obtained in this paper, although we do not need the ¯eld of view assumption.
² If the ¯eld of view is small or depth variation is insu±cient, rotation about an axis parallel to the image plane can easily be confounded with lateral translations. This has been
demonstrated through both theoretical work and experimental study (Daniilidis and Spetsakis
1997).
² The estimated translation is biased towards the viewing direction if the error metric is not
appropriately normalized.
Little work has been contributed to a systematical characterization of the topology of the cost
functions. Recently, however, several studies have emerged in this direction. Soatto et al. and
Chiuso et al. (Soatto and Brockett 1998; Chiuso et al. 2000) attempted to achieve optimal SFM (in
di®erential approaches) by understanding the error surface con¯guration of the cost functions. They
noted the existence of a minimum at the opposite end of the bas-relief valley (termed as rubbery
ambiguity in their papers), and attributed it to the presence of noise, although the simulation results
showed that the minimum persisted with noiseless input. Ma et al. (Ma et al. 2001), adopting the
discrete approach, uni¯ed di®erent optimization criteria under an \optimal triangulation" procedure
and analyzed the impact of noise on the ambiguities for di®erent optimization criteria. They
characterized the behavior of the critical points under noise by making use of the properties of the
so-called \essential manifold".
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The major di®erence between our work and the preceding work lies in the fact that we highlight
the importance of the inherent ambiguities of the SFM problem itself, without considering the e®ect
of noise initially. Indeed, all the major ambiguities identi¯ed in the literature can be accounted
for by such noiseless consideration. We argue that while dealing with the statistical adequacy
of the various criteria is important, it is equally important to understand the detailed nature of
the inherent ambiguities which is caused by the geometry of the problem itself and thus cannot
be removed by any statistical schemes (relieved, yes). In this respect, the work of FermÄuller and
Aloimonos (FermÄ
uller and Aloimonos 2000) and Oliensis (Oliensis 2000b, 2001) are the closest in
spirit to our work. Not surprisingly, there are many common ¯ndings, though there are some
aspects that are di®erent too.
The work of FermÄ
uller and Aloimonos (FermÄ
uller and Aloimonos 2000) presented a geometricalstatistical investigation of the observability of 3-D motion. They studied the conditions on the
errors in the motion estimates for the local minima on error surface to arise. The cost functions
are expressed in terms of the true motion parameters and the errors in the estimated motion
parameters. Our work adopted similar notations but used very di®erent method of analysis. Various
assumptions were required in their work such as random distribution of feature points over the image
plane and random depths over the 3-D space. They also assumed small FOV and neglected all the
second order °ow terms caused by the rotational parameters. The epipolar constraint considered in
their work was unweighted, which, together with those assumptions led to some results that were
di®erent from ours. In particular, it was shown that when all the motion parameters are estimated
simultaneously, the solution for the focus of expansion (FOE) can have a local minima at the image
center, which is obviously due to the unweighted epipolar constraint. Our result shows that if
the epipolar constraint is properly weighted, this minima should not occur, unless some speci¯c
motion-scene con¯guration such as forward motion arises, in which case the true minimum will
also be at the image center. Indeed, our paper considers a variety of motion-scene con¯gurations
which are not studied in (FermÄ
uller and Aloimonos 2000). Finally, the kind of noise considered in
(FermÄ
uller and Aloimonos 2000) was found to have no in°uence on the overall structure of the cost
functions. Our theoretical analysis and experimental results show that a more realistic noise model
often has signi¯cant impact on the cost function behavior.
The objective of Oliensis' work (Oliensis 2000b, 2001) is very similar to ours, that is, to characterize the overall error surface via an explicit analytical model. However, the means through which
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we achieve the end are quite di®erent. Our approach is much simpler, allowing us to achieve an
intuitive grasp of the geometric nature of the ambiguities. For instance, we explain the formation
of the local minimum at the opposite end of the bas-relief valley (termed as °ipped minimum in
Oliensis' work) through the coupling of the rotational and the translational motions. Our more
intuitive formulation renders it more suitable for analysis under a wider range of motion-scene con¯gurations; speci¯cally, we focus on di®erent types of translational motions, ranging from purely
forward motion to purely lateral motion. Other factors that in°uence the error surface, such as the
distribution of feature points and the scene structure, are also studied in a more systematic and
detailed manner. Oliensis' work concentrated only on the error surface for translation estimation;
the corresponding ambiguities in the rotation estimates are not made explicit. Our work fully
characterizes the error surfaces for both the rotational and the translational parameters.
Finally, in contrast to our work, all the preceding works focus on motion estimation and devote
much less attention on the closely related problem of depth estimation. While some of the works
(Weng et al. 1991; Szeliski and Kang 1997; Grossmann and Victor 2000) predicted the sensitivity
of the depth estimates to small amounts of image noise, the situation where the errors in the depth
estimates arise from the erroneous 3-D motion parameters has not been dealt with, except in the
case of critical surface pairs (Horn 1987; Negahdaripour 1989).

Organization
The organization of this paper is as follows. First, we brie°y review in section 2 the optimization
criteria in both the discrete and the di®erential cases. We then introduce the notions of the isodistortion framework and discuss how it can be used to address the reliability of depth recovery.
In section 3, the di®erential reprojection criterion is proposed to unify the various criteria based
on di®erential epipolar constraints. We then seek to characterize the various inherent ambiguities
in 3-D motion estimation and the corresponding depth distortion properties under these ambiguity
con¯gurations. We employ a cost function visualization method to visualize the topology of the cost
functions, so as to both verify the various theoretical predictions and to reveal further properties
of the cost functions. Based on such understanding, we are able to explain some well-known
human visual illusions. We characterize the role of the measurement noise on the behavior of
SFM algorithms in section 4. In particular, the global e®ects of isotropic and anisotropic noise
distribution are studied. These are followed by experiments on real images to verify the various
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predictions made and to study the feasibility of a more robust algorithm based on the topology of
the cost functions. The paper ends with the conclusions of the work.

2
2.1

Background and Prerequisite
Model and notations

In this paper, we denote the estimated parameters with the hat symbol ( ^ ) and errors in the
estimated parameters with the subscript e (where error of any estimate s is de¯ned as se = s ¡ s^).
We use bold lower-case character to denote vector and bold upper-case character to denote matrix.
Unless otherwise stated, vectors are column vectors. Given a n-vector s, [s]m is de¯ned as the mvector which consist of the ¯rst m (m < n) components of s, s is de¯ned as the (n+1)-vector with
0 added as the last component, and ¹s is the associated skew-symmetric matrix of s. The symbol
(¢) represents the dot product of vectors. For any vector s = (s1; s2)T , s? represents the vector
(s2 ; ¡s1 )T which is perpendicular to s with the same magnitude. The symbol (kk) represents the
Euclidean norm of a vector and the symbol (j j) the absolute value of a variable.

Figure 1: The image formation model.
A pinhole camera model with perspective projection is assumed as shown in Figure 1; it is
moving with a translational velocity v = (U; V; W )T and a rotational velocity w = (®; ¯; °)T . A
point P in the world produces an image point p in the image plane which is f pixels away from the
optical center; if P = (X; Y; Z)T and p = (x; y; f)T are the co-ordinates corresponding to P and p
respectively, we have: p = f P
Z . The focal length f is assumed to be known since we are dealing
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with calibrated motion in this paper.
The image velocity due to camera motion is given by the following familiar equation (LonguetHiggins 1981):
p
_ = ¡Qp
2

µ

¶

v
¹
+ wp
Z

(1)

3

6 f 0 ¡x 7
6
7
7
where p
_ = (u; v; 0)T , Qp = 6
6 0 f ¡y 7.
4
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0
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Equation (1) can alternatively be written in terms of its components as:
utr
+ urot
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®xy
x2
= (x ¡ x0 ) +
¡¯
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f
f
vtr
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¡ °x
Z
f
f

u =

(2)
U ; f V ) is the focus of expansion (FOE). We de¯ne p
where (x0 ; y0) = (f W
_ tr = (utr ; vtr )T and
W

p
_ rot = (urot; vrot )T , where

p_ tr
Z

and p
_ rot are the components of the °ow due to translation and

rotation respectively. Since only the direction of the translation can be recovered from the °ow
¯eld, we can set W = 1 for the case of general motion; the case of pure lateral motion (W = 0) will
be discussed separately where required.

2.2
2.2.1

3-D motion estimation
Discrete case

The SFM problem in the discrete case amounts to the estimation of the fundamental matrix F
(or the Essential matrix E if the camera is calibrated) based on a su±ciently large set of point
correspondences. The geometry of the discrete two-image motion analysis has been well studied
and is succinctly captured by the epipolar equation:
p1Fp2 = 0
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(3)

where p1 and p2 are the corresponding points on the two images and F is the fundamental matrix.
The geometric meaning of the epipolar equation is that p1 must lie on the epipolar line of p2
given by Fp2 . Directly minimizing equation (3) leads to a closed-form solution whose results
are sensitive to noise. It was also argued (Zhang 1998) that this optimization criterion does not
totally re°ect the epipolar geometry and thus is not physically meaningful. A couple of non-linear
optimization criteria were thus proposed. Three criteria are derived based on: distance between
points and epipolar lines, gradient-weighted epipolar errors and distances between points and their
reprojections. The corresponding cost function are denoted as JD1 , JD2 and JD3 respectively. The
geometric meanings of JD1 and JD3 are obvious from their names, whereas JD2 is obtained based
on the following statistical consideration: When independent and identically distributed Gaussian
noise is assumed, minimizing the Mahalanobis distance between points and epipolar lines gives rise
to JD2 . While JD3 has obvious geometric meaning, it also possesses a statistical interpretation: It
corresponds to the case of optimizing based on the maximum a posterior (MAP) principle under the
same noise model. Zhang (Zhang 1998) studied the relationship between these three criteria under
di®erent motion con¯gurations. JD2 was recommended since it is equivalent to JD3 under most
con¯gurations and yet is computationally more e±cient. Ma et al. (Ma et al. 2001) investigated the
behavior of di®erent criteria with and without noise. Similar to Zhang's results, these criteria were
shown to be intimately related and were uni¯ed under a new \optimal triangulation" procedure
(our proposed unifying scheme for the di®erential case is similar in idea).

2.2.2

Di®erential case

A motion estimation algorithm based on the di®erential epipolar constraint can be developed analogous to the discrete case, from which the following cost function can be obtained (Brooks et al.
1997):
JE1 =

n ³
X

¹^ p
¹^ wp
¹^ i
pTi v
_ i + pTi v

i=1

´2

(4)

where n is the number of image velocity measurement. As discussed before, we ¯rst focus on the
case where the optical °ow input was noise-free; thus we have used the term p
_ i in (4). The actual
case of the optical °ow containing noise component would be addressed in later sections.
^ i (the de-rotated
The geometric meaning of JE1 is that in the image plane the vector [p
_ i ]2 ¡ p_ rot
°ow) should be parallel to the vector p
_ ^ , or equivalently, perpendicular to p_ ^? . Thus the cost
tri

tri
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function JE1 can also be expressed as:
JE1 =

n ³
X
i=1

^ i) ¢ p
([p_ i]2 ¡ p_ rot
_ ^?
tri

´2

(5)

Minimizing the preceding amounts to a linear optimization problem which can be solved by a
linear least square method. However, it faces the same problem as its discrete counterpart. A wellstudied bias of the linear algorithms is that the estimated translation will be biased towards the
image center. In view of this bias, a statistically more adequate implementation of the di®erential
epipolar constraint should be:
n
X

JE2 =

i=1
n
X

=

0

1

2
^ )¢p
([p_ i]2 ¡ p_ rot
_ ^?
i
tr
i
@
A
k[p_ ] ¡ p_ ^ kkp
_ ^? k
i2

rot i

tr i

(sin µi)2

(6)

i=1

^ i.
where µi is the angle between p
_ ^tr i and [p
_ i ]2 ¡ p
_ rot
The counterpart of JE2 in the discrete case would be JD1. Both of them are non-linear and
involve heavy computation to obtain their solutions. Like the discrete case, there are a variety
of other non-linear methods which are basically di®erent weighted versions of JE1 each driven by
slightly di®erent considerations. Some of these methods derived the weight based on a statistical
analysis of noise (Kanatani 1993; Ma et al. 2000). For instance, Ma et al. (Ma et al. 2000) presented
a normalized epipolar constraint which would yield MAP estimates given an independent and
identically distributed Gaussian noise:
JE3 =

n
X

i=1

Ã

¹^ p
¹^ wp
¹^ i
pTi v
_ i + pTi v
kp
_ ^tri k

!2

(7)

Others like Brooks et al. (Brooks et al. 1998) presented an algebraic-geometric point of view: the
¹^ p
¹^ wp
¹^ i = 0. Like the gradient-weighted
hyperpoint [pi; p
_ i ]T should lie on the hypersurface pTi v
_ i +pTi v
epipolar error in the discrete case, they proposed a cost function which minimizes the ¯rst order
approximation of the Euclidean distance between the hyperpoint and the hypersurface:
JE4 =

n
X

i=1

³

´2

¹^ p
¹^ wp
¹^ i
pTi v
_ i + pTi v
¹^ wp
¹^ i + v
¹^ p
¹^ pik 2
k2v
_ i k2 + kv

(8)

This cost function is very similar to Kanatani's renormalization criterion (Kanatani 1993) which is
based on statistical consideration.
As in the discrete case, one can ask what is the geometric meaning of these various criteria,
beside their statistical interpretation? The di®erential reprojection criterion to be developed later
allows us to answer this question.
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2.3

Depth estimation

3-D motion estimation is regarded as the ¯rst step towards the full recovery of 3-D shape information
from 2-D measurements. Therefore any error in the 3-D motion estimates will systematically a®ect
the perceived space. However, the reliability of the depth estimates could have quite di®erent
behavior from that of 3-D motion estimates. That is, motion-scene con¯guration that allows
robust motion recovery may yield less than desirable depth estimates, and vice versa. Another
substantive question is of course, whether there is any interaction between the errors in the motion
estimates and the corresponding distortion in the recovered depth. That is, would the distortion
in the perceived space in turn a®ect motion estimation? Partially to address these questions, the
iso-distortion framework was introduced in (Cheong et al. 1998). Let us ¯rst revisit some notations
that would be useful for this paper.

2.3.1

Iso-distortion framework

The iso-distortion framework seeks to understand the geometric laws under which the recovered
scene is distorted due to some errors in the estimated motion parameters. The distortion in the
perceived space is visualized by looking at the locus of constant distortion, known as the isodistortion surfaces.
From equation (1), the reconstructed depth can be expressed using the estimated motion parameters:
Z^ = ¡ ³

v
^ T Qp T n
´
p_ T ¡ pT wQ
^¹ p T n

(9)

where n is a unit vector in the image plane representing a direction. In general, when the estimated
motion parameters contain errors, di®erent choices of n will give rise to di®erent reconstructions.
One possibility is to recover depth by setting n to be along the estimated epipolar direction,
which is the direction pointing from the image feature point to the estimated FOE; this scheme is
heretoforth named as the \epipolar reconstruction" scheme. It is based on the intuition that the
epipolar direction contains the strongest translational °ow and hence represents the best direction
for depth recovery. Another possibility is to let n be the image intensity gradient direction, based
on the intuition that the normal °ow can be recovered reliably. Various other possibilities exist,
each can be given di®erent geometric or statistical interpretation.
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Substituting the expression for the true °ow p
_ T (using equation (1) again) into equation (9),
we have:

0

Z^ = Z @

¡^
vT Qp T n
³

¡v T Qp T n + Z pT w
¹ e Qp T n

1

´A

(10)

From the above equation we can see that Z^ is related to Z through a multiplicative factor given
by the terms inside the bracket, which we denote by D and term as the distortion factor:
D=

¡^
vT Qp T n
³

¡vT Qp T n + Z pT w
¹ e Qp T n

´

(11)

^ and we and for any ¯xed distortion factor D, equation (11) describes
For speci¯c values of v, v
a surface g(x; y; Z) = 0 in the xyZ-space, which we call an iso-distortion surface. This iso-distortion
surface has the obvious property that points lying on it are distorted in depth by the same multiplicative factor D. The systematic nature of the distortion can then be made clear by looking at
the organization of these iso-distortion surfaces.
The geometric laws for distortion can also be characterized algebraically as a distortion transformation from the physical space to the perceived space. In general, the resulting distortion
transformation is a Cremona transformation (Cheong and Ng 1999) whose properties are quite
complex. However, under special cases, as are some of the ambiguity cases to be discussed later,
the transformation reduces to that of the projective transformation with some nice depth properties.

2.3.2

Depth error sensitivity under di®erent motion con¯gurations

The iso-distortion framework has been used to seek some generic motion types that rendered depth
recovery more robust and reliable (Cheong and Xiang 2001). Lateral and forward motions were
compared both under calibrated and uncalibrated scenarios. The fundamental conclusions are that
under lateral movement (possibly coupled with rotation) and certain conditions, while it might
be very di±cult to resolve the ambiguity between translation and rotation, ordinal depth can be
recovered with robustness, whereas for forward motion, the depth recovery is too sensitive to errors
to admit meaningful scene reconstruction.
The preceding conclusions were established without imposing any constraints on the motion
error. However, it is evident that the values of these motion errors are not arbitrary. Rather,
ambiguities inherent in the SFM algorithms are likely to impose further constraints on these motion
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errors. Given these errors, what can be said about the distortion in depth given any types of
translational motion? This will be addressed in the next section.

3
3.1

Di®erential Reprojection Criterion and its Error Surface
Di®erential reprojection criterion

From the geometric standpoint, the di®erential epipolar constraint in equation (4) is a \weak"
^ ) and p
constraint in the sense that it can be satis¯ed by any two vectors ([p_ i]2 ¡ p
_ rot
_ ^tr i that are
i
parallel to each other. There is no requirement on the magnitudes of the two vectors although
the true estimate should satisfy: [p_ i]2 ¡

^
p_ tr
i
Z^

^ i = 0. Thus a \stronger" and more adequate
¡ p_ rot

criterion based on the idea of reprojection is proposed; it is based on the di®erence between the
original optical °ow and the reprojected °ow obtained via a backprojection of the reconstructed
depth. It is thus analogous to JD3 in the discrete case. Furthermore, similar to Ma et al.'s \optimal
triangulation" in the discrete case (Ma et al. 2001), we will see in this section that this criterion
uni¯es the various weighted versions of the di®erential epipolar constraint and also lends a geometric
interpretation to the weights used. More importantly it allows us to develop a geometric treatment
of the motion ambiguity conditions, as we shall see in section 3.2.
Substituting the recovered depth in equation (9) into equation (1), we obtain the reprojected
^_ as follows:
(estimated) °ow ¯eld, denoted by p,
^_ =
p

³

´

¹^ p T n
Qp v
^ p
_ T ¡ pT wQ
^ T Qp T n
v

¹^
¡ Qp wp

(12)

The di®erence between the original optical °ow and the reprojected °ow can thus be expressed as:
^_
p_ e = p_ ¡ p
=
=

³

´

C1 ¡ C1T + C2 ¡ C2T n
^ T Qp T n
v

Cn
v
^ T Qp T n

(13)
³

¹^ vT Qp T , C = C1 ¡ C1T + C2 ¡ C2T
where C1 = p^
_ vT Qp , C2 = Qp wp^

´

and C 1; C2; C are all

3 £ 3 matrices. It can be easily shown that C is a skew-symmetrical matrix. Thus we have:
nT Cn = 0
13

^_
The above equation implies that along n, the direction of depth recovery, the reprojected °ow p
has exactly the same component as the original optical °ow p.
_ As a consequence:
kp_ ek =j p_ Te n? j

(14)

If we de¯ne a cost function JR based on the reprojected °ow di®erence, it can be written as:
JR =

n
X

i=1

Ã

kCinik
T
v
^ Qpi T ni

!2

Using equation (14), JR can be written as:
JR =
=

n
X

Ã

i=1
Ã
n
X
i=1

niT Ci ni?
v
^ T Qpi T ni

!2

¹^ p_ i + pT v
¹ ¹^ i
pTi v
i ^ wp
v
^ T Qp i T ni

!2

(15)

A comparison of equation (4) with equation (15) reveals the relationship between JR and JE1: JR
is a weighted version of JE1 with the weight given by the projection of p_ ^tri on the direction ni . It
follows that JR can also be written as:
JR =

n
X

i=1

Ã

^ i )?
p_^tri ¢ ([p
_ i ]2 ¡ p
_ rot
p_^tri ¢ ni

!2

(16)

Various weighted di®erential epipolar constraints di®er mainly in the choice of n. Possible
choices of n include the \epipolar reconstruction" direction (n =

p_^tr
),
kp_^tr k

which results in JE3,

gradient direction (the normal °ow approach), or the Linear Least Square Reconstruction (LLSR)
direction1. Other more simplistic choices include constant direction, random direction, etc.
It follows that while the formulation of the di®erential reprojection criterion JR is motivated by
the need to have a stronger geometric constraint, it often has statistical meaning too. Furthermore
JR can be seen as a scheme unifying the various weighted epipolar constraints. It follows that to
understand the behavior of these SFM algorithms based on weighing the epipolar constraint, one
can focus on studying the di®erential reprojection criterion. All these algorithms inherit properties
from the di®erential reprojection criterion; in particular, much of the ambiguity conditions of these
algorithms are common and can be studied by looking at the numerator of JR.
1

LLSR direction refers to n =

^
[p]
_ 2¡p
_ rot
^ k.
k[p]
_ 2¡p
_ rot

Depth recovered along this direction is the standard linear least square

^ p]
^ )k.
estimate of depth from equation (2), which minimizes the \estimated measurement error" kp_^tr ¡ Z([
_ 2 ¡ p_ rot
Details of the properties of this depth reconstruction scheme can be found in (Cheong and Xiang 2001).
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3.2

Analyzing from a geometric point of view

To analyze how various factors, such as motion types, ¯eld of view, feature and depth distribution,
govern the formation of motion ambiguities (or equivalently, the local minima in the error surface
described by JR ), we need to express JR in terms of the various component errors in the 3-D
motion estimates. This allows us to obtain a more obliging form for analyzing in more speci¯c
details the ambiguity behavior over a wide range of conditions. Substituting [p
_ i ]2 = (ui; vi)T =
0
0
T _ ^ = (x ¡ x^ ; y ¡ y^ )T and p
^ = (urot
( xiZ¡x
+uroti ; yi¡y
_ rot
^ i ; vrot
^ i )T into (16), we have:
tr i
i
0 i
0
i
Zi +vroti ) , p
i

JR =

X

Ã

(x ¡ x^0; y ¡ y^0) ¢ (vrote ¡ yZ0e ; xZ0e ¡ urote )
(x ¡ x^0 ; y ¡ y^0) ¢ n

!2

(17)

where
(x0e ; y0e ) = (x0 ¡ x^0 ; y0 ¡ y^0 )
Ã
!
®exy
x2
(urote ; vrote ) = (
¡ ¯e
+ f + °e y;
f
f
®e

Ã

y2
+f
f

!

¡

¯e xy
¡ °e x)
f

For notational convenience, we omit the subscript i in the expression of J R; it is understood that
the summation runs over all feature points. To facilitate discussion, we also introduce the following
_ e (v
^ ; v; we ) (where
notations. We denote the expression contained in the outer bracket of (17) as p
the dependence of p_ e on the motion errors has been made explicit), and the vectors (x¡ x^0; y ¡ y^0 )T
and (vrot e ¡ yZ0e ;

x0e
Z

¡ urote )T as t1 and t2 respectively (it is indeed the interaction between t1 and

t2 that accounts for much of the inherent motion ambiguities). We also adopt the terminology that
for the vectors t1 and t2 , t1;n and t2;n denote the nth order component with respect to x and y;
thus we have:

8
>
< t1
>
: t2

= t1;0 + t1;1
= t2;0 + t2;1 + t2;2 + t2;Z

(18)

where t1;0 = (¡x^0; ¡y^0)T , t1;1 = (x; y)T , t2;0 = (®e f; ¯e f)T , t2;1 = (¡°e x; ¡°e y)T and t2;2 =
2

2

(®e yf ¡ ¯efxy ; ¡® efxy +¯ e xf )T . The last item t2;Z in the above equation denotes the depth dependent

term (¡yZ0e ; xZ0e )T . The depth Z may be dependent on x and y in a complex manner; thus we use
the notation t2;Z and leave the order unspeci¯ed.
To visualize the residual error surface, it is easier to deal with a 3-dimensional surface. We
use for this purpose the translation error surface, which is described parametrically with two free
variables, the estimated FOE (x^0; y^0). We know that given this hypothesized FOE, the rotation
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variables can be solved in terms of the estimated FOE so as to minimize JR . The residual error
JR can thus be obtained for each FOE candidate, describing the entire residual surface completely.
Unless otherwise stated, the error surface in this paper refers to this type of error surface.
We ¯rst make some assumptions on the distribution of feature points and depth. We assume that
the feature points are evenly distributed in the image plane, as is the distribution of the \depthscaled feature points" ( Zx ; Zy ). The latter assumption generally requires that the distribution of
depths are independent of the corresponding image co-ordinates x and y. Later we will see how
the error surface will be a®ected when these assumptions do not hold.

3.2.1

Several general observations

Equation (17) shows that for any given data set (x; y; Z), the residual error is a function of the
true FOE (x0 ; y0 ), the estimated FOE (x^0; y^0) and the error in the rotation estimates (®e ; ¯ e; °e ).
Evidently, ambiguities would arise when the errors in the motion estimates satisfy the following
conditions to make the numerator of p_ e(^
v; v; we ) vanish: 1) making kt2 k small and 2) making t1
and t2 perpendicular to each other. The second condition is generally not satis¯able at all points
of the image; thus making kt2 k small (condition one) contributes towards ambiguity. Making kt1k
small does not contribute towards ambiguity if we have suitably normalized JR with the term in
the denominator. We thus can make the following observations:

1. When the estimated FOE moves towards in¯nity, the direction of t1 approaches that of t1;0,
which is constant. Pointing towards a constant direction represents a necessary condition for
t1 and t2 to be perpendicular to each other.
2. From the expression of t2, we can see that t2;0 and t2;Z are pointing towards constant
directions for all the feature points. Intuitively, t2 will be more perpendicular to t1 when
both t2;0 and t2;Z are perpendicular to t1;0. This relationship can be illustrated with the
diagram shown in Figure 2. The vector t1;1 can be regarded as a perturbation to the vector
t1;0, and similarly, t2;1 and t2;2 can be regarded as perturbations to t2;0 and t2;Z . However,
if the feature points are su±ciently evenly distributed (such that the vectors t1;1 are evenly
spread on either side of t1;0 and the sum of vectors t2;1 and t2;2 are evenly spread on either
side of t2;0 and t2;Z ), and the distribution of depth Z is symmetrical with respect to the
t1;0 direction, then making t2;0 and t2;Z perpendicular to t1;0 is a reasonable choice for the
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minimization of JR.

Figure 2: Geometry of t1 and t2.
Thus we have
x0 x^0
=
y0
y^0

(19)

®e
y^0
=¡
¯e
x^0

(20)

and

Equation (19) imposes a constraint on the direction of the estimated translation, namely,
the three points (x^0 ; y^0 ), (x0; y0) and (0; 0) should lie on a straight line. We henceforth refer
to this constraint as the Translation Direction (TDir) constraint. Equation (20) imposes a
constraint on the direction of we , which shall be henceforth referred to as the Rotation Error
Direction (RDir) constraint.
3. Since t1 cannot be made exactly perpendicular to t2 , small kt2 k will help to reduce the
numerator term of JR. Obviously, small kt2 k can be achieved by having small errors in the
motion estimates. Alternatively, since t2;0 and t2;Z are pointing towards constant direction,
they can be made to approximately cancel o® each other by an appropriate choice in the
errors in the motion estimates, which is:
8
>
< ®e
>
: ¯e

=
=

y0e
Zavg f
x0e
¡ Zavg
f

(21)

where Zavg is the average scaled depth of the scene in view. In view of its constraint on the
magnitude of we , we refer to this constraint as the Rotation Magnitude (RMag) constraint,
although it also implies directional constraint given by
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®e
¯e

= ¡ xy00e . Comparing with (20),
e

it is evident that RDir and RMag can hold simultaneously only if TDir also holds. Note
that an exact cancelation of t2;0 and t2;Z is impossible unless the scene can be modeled as a
frontal-parallel plane.
4. t2;1 and t2;2 are determined by °e and ®e , ¯e respectively. Under general scene, there is no way
for t2;1 and t2;2 to be canceled o® with other terms; kwe k has to be small for t2;1 and t2;2 to be
small. In this sense, t2;1 and t2;2 contribute to accurate estimation of rotation; unfortunately,
their e®ects are weak unless the ¯eld of view is large. In view of the subsidiary role of the
constraint it exerts on the magnitude of the rotation errors, we term it as RMag2 constraint.
Another important fact about t2;2 is that it will be exactly perpendicular to t1 (independent
of the feature points co-ordinates) when t1;0 = (0; 0). Therefore, RMag2 constraint will be
ine®ective on the magnitude of ®e and ¯e when the estimated FOE coincides with the origin.

From the preceding observations, we can establish the following conclusions:

1. Translation estimates. One of the well known phenomenon in motion perception is the
bas-relief ambiguity. Basically it amounts to a valley on the translation error surface, along
a straight line that is de¯ned by the true FOE and the image center. We term this straight
line the bas-relief line and this valley the bas-relief valley. TDir is the direct reason for the
formation of such a valley.
2. Rotation estimates. Of the three rotational estimates, any error in ^° would have purely
deleterious e®ect on the minimization of kp_ e (^
v; v; we )k. Thus, in the case of noiseless °ow
¯eld, we expect accurate estimation of ° (those experienced in the art of the SFM algorithms
will know that this is often not the case in numerical practice). The e®ects of ®e and ¯ e on
the residual error are more complex. On the one hand, given a FOE error, ®e and ¯e that
satisfy the RMag constraint can make kt2k small, thus leading to small residual error. On
the other hand, the RMag2 constraint would prefer ®e and ¯e to be small. Furthermore, a
FOE estimate that is close to the origin weakens the RMag2 constraint on ®e and ¯e . These
e®ects will determine the values of the rotation estimates that minimize JR, and the rotation
estimates will in turn in°uence the shape of the bas-relief valley.
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3.2.2

Error pro¯le along the bas-relief valley

We have established in the preceding section the existence of the bas-relief valley; the variation
of the error along the bas-relief valley itself is the subject of this section. First and foremost, the
location of the true FOE has a critical in°uence on the shape of the bas-relief valley and this in turn
has implication for any motion algorithm trying to deal with a wide range of translational motion.
We will use an example to elucidate the in°uence of the true FOE location. Figure 3(a) illustrates
the case where the true FOE (x0; y 0) lies somewhere in between the image center and in¯nity. The
dotted line in the ¯gure corresponds to the bas-relief valley. As the estimated FOE leaves the
true FOE and moves along the bas-relief valley, we can identify several factors that in°uence the
outcome of equation (17) for JR.
1. Translational error. Consider ¯rst the e®ects of the translational terms by setting the
rotational errors to zero. As we vary the estimated FOE along the bas-relief valley, we study
the kp_ e (^
v; v; we )k2 curve for a single feature point (x; y). As shown by the dashed curve in
Figure 3(b), there would be two turning points on the curve; they correspond to a minimum
where the estimated FOE coincides with the true FOE, and a maximum whose location
depends on the value of (x; y). In particular, it can easily be shown (Xiang 2001) that the
location of the maximum depends on the position of the projection of (x; y) on the bas-relief
line relative to the true FOE; if it falls on the left side of the true FOE, the maximum will
be on the left, and vice versa. Finally, it is also clear that as the estimated FOE approaches
in¯nity on either end of the bas-relief line, the curve would approach asymptotically towards
a constant value. The total e®ect of the translational terms would be obtained by summing
up all the k p
_ e (^
v ; v; we )k2 curves for each feature point. Let us denote this summed curve as
the TrErr (Translational Error) curve. In this particular example of Figure 3(a) (and for most
true FOE not near the image center), all (or most of) the feature points have their projections
on the bas-relief line lying on one side of the true FOE. Thus, all the individual curves would
have maxima lying on one side of the true FOE. As a result, the TrErr curve would have
shape similar to that of the individual curve. That is, it would have an overall maximum on
the opposite side of the true FOE with respect to the origin, and when the estimated FOE
approaches in¯nity on either end of the bas-relief line, the residual value would approach
asymptotically towards a constant value.
The asymptotic value at in¯nity will be largely determined by the types of true translation.
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Predominantly lateral motion causes low asymptotic value (see dashed curves in Figures 3(c)
and (d)), with the latter approaching zero as the translational motion approaches that of
pure lateral motion.
2. Rotational error. How do the rotation parameters enter the picture? If these parameters
could be estimated accurately, the SFM problem would be simple. The error pro¯le along the
bas-relief valley would be represented by the TrErr curve. In particular, there would be no
local minimum within the bas-relief valley. However, it is precisely the coupling of the rotation
with the translation that results in local minima within the bas-relief valley. By coupling, we
mean that the residual error caused by the translational errors can be compensated for by a
suitable choice of ®e and ¯e . Figures 3 (b) to (d) show this compensating capability of ®e
and ¯e along the bas-relief line by the dotted curves, where high values on the curves indicate
that the compensation is highly e®ective. We denote these dotted curves as the RotComp
(Rotation Compensation) curves.
Referring to Figure 3, as the estimated FOE departs from the true FOE and enters region
1, the RMag constraint is operative and works towards compensating the translation error.
However, as k(x0e ; y0e )k increases, two factors restrict the applicability of the RMag constraint. Firstly, the corresponding increase of ®e and ¯e means that kt2;2k increases, that is,
RMag2 constraint comes to the fore, which works against the minimization of JR. Secondly,
as t1 approaches more and more towards the direction perpendicular to t2;0 and t2;Z, there
is less advantage to be gained from the cancelation of the t2;0 and t2;Z terms, as long as the
directional constraints TDir and RDir are observed. The resulting RotComp curve in region
1 is such that it increases ¯rstly, then decreases asymptotically towards zero. As the estimated FOE departs from the true FOE in the other direction and enters region 2, RotComp
would increase ¯rst, as in the case of the beginning of region 1. As long as RMag2 is not
operative yet, the RotComp is able to follow in tandem the rapid increase of the TrErr curve
and therefore to compensate the latter. As the estimated FOE enters region 3, RMag2 takes
e®ect again. Furthermore t1 becomes more perpendicular to t2;0 and t2;Z thus obviating
the need for the RMag constraint. Thus the RotComp curve again decreases asymptotically
towards zero.
3. Formation of local minimum. The ¯nal JR curve as a result of this coupling between
the rotation and the translation would be equal to the subtraction of RotComp curve from
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3: Con¯guration within the bas-relief valley when the true FOE is out of the image plane.
(a) Overall con¯guration in the image plane; along the bas-relief valley, we divide it into regions 1,
2, and 3 as shown. (b), (c), (d) show the residual errors along the bas-relief valley with increasing
amount of lateral translation. The dashed line represents the k p
_ e (^
v; v; w e)k2 curve for a particular
point, the dotted line the RotComp curve, and the solid line the overall JR curve.
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the TrErr curve as shown in Figures 3(b) to (c) (the solid curve). Clearly, it is due to the
sharp drop-o® of the TrErr curve as well as the compensatory e®ect of the rotational terms
that a local minimum forms on the opposite side of the true FOE. We call this minimum the
opposite minimum because it always lies on the opposite side of the true FOE. It is located
around where the RotComp curve starts to enter region 3, that is, where the RotComp curve
is no longer able to follow the TrErr curve. Figure 3(d) illustrates the case where the true
FOE is further out (though not at in¯nity); here the opposite minimum has already been
pushed to in¯nity at the other end of the bas-relief valley.
4. Factors a®ecting local minimum. The exact location and the \depth" of the local minimum depends on various factors discussed below:
² The type of the true translation a®ects the shape of the TrErr curve, speci¯cally its
maximum location and the asymptotic values. In general, largely lateral translations
present a more di±cult scenario for most SFM algorithms, because at the opposite end
of the bas-relief valley, t1 and t2 will be almost entirely perpendicular, resulting in small
asymptotic value of JR . The location of the opposite minimum will approach in¯nity
with residual value approaching zero. A large part of the bas-relief valley becomes very
°at, thus presenting a highly ambiguous situation (Figure 4(b)). Furthermore, as far as
rotation estimates are concerned, in the limiting case of pure lateral motion, the RMag
constraint fails to exert any constraint on the magnitude of ®e and ¯e . The reason is as
mentioned before: t1 and t2 can be in this case made perpendicular to each other at all
points through the TDir and RDir constraints; the RMag constraint, which makes t2
small, becomes redundant.
Conversely, if the true FOE approaches that of the pure forward motion case, the opposite
minimum will merge with the true solution and disappear as shown in Figure 4(a).
² Field of view determines the e®ectiveness of the RMag2 constraint. With other conditions ¯xed, small FOV is a favorable condition for the formation of the opposite minimum. The later the RMag2 constraint sets in, the longer the RotComp curve are able
to follow the TrErr curve. Thus the opposite minimum will form further away from the
origin, and the residual error JR will be smaller in value (though the valley around this
local minimum may be less steep), making it more likely for the opposite minimum to
be picked up as the solution.
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² Focal length. A change of focal length brings about several e®ects. Firstly, the values
of ®e and ¯e as dictated by the RMag constraint will be smaller. This in turn means
that all the t2;2 terms will be reduced in magnitude, both due to the smaller ®e and
U
V
¯ e and the larger f value in the denominator. Lastly, the true FOE (f W
;f W
) will

edge towards in¯nity with a larger f. All these factors will push the opposite minimum
further, as well as making it more conducive for the opposite minimum to be picked up
as the solution.
² Unweighted epipolar constraint. Finally, it should be mentioned that if the epipolar
constraint is unweighted, it can be shown that there will no maximum in the TrErr
curve. Clearly, the resultant coupling with the RotComp curve would yield a minimum
in the error surface near the center of the image, a result well-known in the literature.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Error pro¯les of the bas-relief valley in the limiting cases. (a) The true FOE coincides
with the origin (b) The true FOE lies at in¯nity.

3.2.3

Relaxation of the assumptions on the distribution of feature points and depth

In the beginning of this section, we made some assumptions on the distribution of feature points
and depths, which are necessary for the derivation of the preceding results, especially the formation
of the bas-relief valley. It is important to know how the error surface would be a®ected when these
assumptions do not hold.
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1. Uneven feature point distribution. We ¯rst consider the case where the feature points
are not evenly distributed (with the assumption on the depth distribution still valid). We can
model one aspect of uneven distribution by a shift of the centroid of the feature points from
the image center to the point (~
x; y~). Since t2;1 is always parallel to t1;1 and t2;2 is always
perpendicular to t1;1, the contributions of these two components of t2 to the error surface
will not be a®ected by the distribution of the feature points. However, to make the remaining
components of t2, which are (t2;0 +t2;Z ), perpendicular to t1, the TDir and RDir constraints
need to be modi¯ed near the region where the feature points are clustered as follows:
(x0 ¡ x
~) (x^0 ¡ ~x)
=
(y 0 ¡ y~)
(y^0 ¡ y~)

(22)

®e
(y^ ¡ y~)
=¡ 0
¯e
(x^0 ¡ x
~)

(23)

and

respectively. As a consequence, the bas-relief valley is attracted towards the new centroid
when it is in the vicinity of the feature points. However, when the estimated FOE approaches
in¯nity, the direction of t1 will be mainly determined by t1;0 ; in other words, the bas-relief
valley will be very little a®ected by the shift of the feature centroid. The resultant bas-relief
valley is illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Geometry of the bas-relief valley when the distribution of feature points is uneven, with
centroid at (~
x; y~). The solid line corresponds to the bas-relief valley; the dashed line corresponds to
the bas-relief valley if the feature points are evenly distributed; the dotted line is the line passing
through (~
x; y~) and (x0; y0).
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2. Feature point grouped in local clusters. Another aspect of unevenly distributed feature
points is that the feature points are grouped in local clusters. Here it is well to mention the
presence of critical points on the error surface due to the vanishing of the denominator of
^ ; v; we ). In particular, these critical points are formed when the estimated FOE coincides
p_ e (v
with (x; y), at which both the numerator and the denominator vanish. These critical points
may also be caused by the n term in the denominator being perpendicular to (x ¡ x^0; y ¡ y^0),
the value of n being dependent on the adopted reconstruction schemes. Such critical points
are the possible sources of local minima or maxima. However, our simulations in the next
section show that they do not have a signi¯cant e®ect on the overall error surface as long
as the feature points are evenly distributed. However, when feature points are grouped in
local clusters, the surrounding error surface can be signi¯cantly a®ected. In particular, each
cluster may cause shallow local minimum to form around the cluster.
3. Uneven depth distribution. Another factor to consider is that the depth is usually dependent on the feature co-ordinates (x; y) in a complex way. Referring to Figure 2, this
depth dependency means that the perturbation terms t1;1 = (x; y) and t2;Z = (¡

y 0e x 0e
Z ; Z )

are correlated, or equivalently, ( Zx ; Zy ) and (¡y0e ; x0e ) are correlated. Thus we can model this
dependency as a shift of centroid of the depth-scaled feature points ( Zx ; Zy ). It can be shown
that the e®ect of this shift on the bas-relief valley is very similar to that caused by a shift
of the feature points' centroid. For example, if the depths associated with the feature points
at the upper-left corner of the image plane are smaller than those of other feature points,
the centroid of the depth-scaled feature points will move toward the upper-left corner. The
location of the resulting bas-relief valley will change as if the centroid of the feature points
were shifted to the upper-left corner (see Figure 5).
4. Special case of planar scene. One special case of depth dependency on the feature coordinates is that of a plane, a case well studied by numerous researchers such as LonguetHiggins (Longuet-Higgins 1984). It is simple but nevertheless capable of modeling many real
scene con¯gurations. Longuet-Higgins showed that if all the object points come from a plane
which is expressed as:
LX + MY + NZ = 1
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the motion ¯eld caused in the image plane will be identical to the motion ¯eld caused by
another plane:
UX + V Y + W Z = 1
moving with the translation (L; M; N) and rotation (® + V N ¡ W M; ¯ + WL ¡ UN; ° +
U M ¡ V L). That is, there now exists on the translation error surface another minimum at
the location (f NL ; f M
N ). One can relate this planar case to the case discussed in the preceding
paragraph, where depth dependency results in a shift of the centroid of the depth-scaled
feature points ( Zx ; Zy ). Substituting the planar equation for Z into ( Zx ; Zy ), one can show that
the centroid of these depth-scaled feature points is now lying along the direction given by
(f NL ; f M
N ). Thus, we would expect the original bas-relief valley to be pulled towards this
e®ective centroid (f NL ; f M
N ). Indeed, as we will show through simulation (Figure 8) later,
L ; f M ), the residual
along the direction de¯ned by the origin and the alternative FOE (f N
N

error surface also forms a valley similar to the bas-relief valley (the bas-relief valley of the
alternative motion-scene con¯guration, as it were). As expected, the two bas-relief valleys
will in°uence each other when they are near each other. The estimates of the rotation will
also be a®ected by the existence of the alternative solution. The RMag2 constraint will be
modi¯ed since it is now possible to partially cancel the t2;1 and t2;2 terms with the t2;Z term.
The result is that while large ¯eld of view still improves the estimation of rotation due to the
RMag2 constraint, we expect larger errors to remain in the rotation estimates, including that
for the rotation around the optical axis.

3.3

Depth Distortion at the Opposite Minimum Solution

In this section, we attempt to investigate how the reconstructed structure would be distorted
when the opposite-side minimum is picked up as the solution. In particular, we investigate depth
distortion under con¯gurations favourable for the formation of such spurious opposite minimum,
namely, the FOV is small and the translation is largely lateral. Rewriting the expression of the
distortion factor in equation (11) in terms of its component error terms, we obtain:
D =

(x ¡ x^0; y ¡ y^0) ¢ n
(x ¡ x0; y ¡ y0) ¢ n + Z (urote ; vrote ) ¢ n

(24)

Under the aforementioned favourable conditions, we are able to make two simpli¯cations. Firstly,
the condition of small FOV allows us to ignore the second order terms in urote and vrote . We also
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further assume °e = 0 (under noiseless condition, we expect accurate estimation of °). Secondly,
given the large values of x0; y0 ; x^0; y^0 in this con¯guration, we make these approximations: (x ¡
x^0 ; y ¡ y^0) ¼ (¡x^0; ¡y^0 ) and (x ¡ x0; y ¡ y0) ¼ (¡x0; ¡y0). Equation (24) can then be expressed
as:
D =

(¡x^0 ; ¡y^0) ¢ n
(¡x0 ; ¡y 0) ¢ n + Z (¡¯ e f; ®e f ) ¢ n

(25)

We know that at the opposite minimum solution, the TDir and the RDir constraints hold. These
constraints mean that the numerator and the denominator of the above expression are parallel, and
thus D is independent of n, the direction of depth reconstruction. We can now write D as
D=

1
¸1 + ¸2Z

(26)

0;y0 )k
where ¸1 and ¸2 are constant, with ¸1 = ¡k(x
^0; y^0) are opposite in
k( x^0; y^0 )k (since (x 0; y 0) and (x
e f;® e f )k
direction) and ¸2 = § k(¡¯
.
k(x^0 ;y^0)k

A distortion factor with the form

1
¸1+¸2Z

generates iso-distortion surfaces which are frontal-

parallel planes. The resulting distortion transformation is that of a relief transformation which has
some nice properties (Koenderink and Van Doorn 1995). In particular, consider two points in space
with depths Z1 > Z2. Given ¸1 < 0, it can be shown (Cheong and Ng 1999) that depth order will
be preserved when
(¸1 + ¸2Z1 ) (¸1 + ¸2 Z2) < 0
Equivalently, since

1
¸1+¸2Z

is the distortion factor, the above means that depth order will be pre-

served when Z^1 Z^2 < 0, and conversely, depth order will be reversed when Z^1Z^2 > 0. In other
words, if Z^1Z^2 > 0, we need to perform a depth order inversion to obtain the correct depth order.
Therefore, given the signs of two recovered depths, we can always determine the correct depth
order. Of course, it remains open to question if human actually performs the required depth order
inversion.
What can we say about the sign of ¸2? If the RMag constraint holds, then
8
>
< sign(¡¯e f )
>
: sign(®e f)

= sign(¡x^0 )

(27)

= sign(¡y^0)

which means that ¸2 is positive. Under such condition, the iso-distortion surfaces have the following
additional properties. The D = 1 distortion surface divides the whole space into two parts: the
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near ¯eld in which the space is expanded (D > 1) and the far ¯eld in which the space is compressed
(D < 1), with negative distortion factor in the region 0 < Z < ¡¸¸12 . However, the sign of ¸2 may
be indeterminate when the true FOE moves towards in¯nity (as does the opposite minimum). Here
the RMag constraint weakens and the RMag2 constraint is ine®ective given the small FOV. Under
such limiting case, we cannot determine the sign of ¸2.
Before we close this section, a brief remark on the case of translations close to the forward
direction is warranted. When the opposite-side minimum is picked up as the solution, the distortion
factor can be expressed as:
D =

(x ¡ x^0; y ¡ y^0) ¢ n
(x ¡ x0; y ¡ y0) ¢ n + Z (¡¯e f; ®e f) ¢ n

(28)

In such case, the distortion shows complicated behavior described by the Cremona transformation.
This is in accordance with the view presented in (Cheong and Xiang 2001) that depth recovery is
less reliable when forward motion is executed.

3.4

Summary of results and discussion

Equation (17) has been critical in our analysis; its simple form renders possible the geometric
treatment of the error surface via a consideration of the two vectors t1 and t2 . The error surface
con¯guration and in particular, the local minima on the surface which are the cause of inherent
ambiguity of SFM algorithms, are identi¯ed. More importantly, the underlying mechanisms for the
formation of such local minima are also investigated in a geometric way which is helpful towards
obtaining an intuitive grasp of the problem. The major ¯ndings obtained so far are summarized as
follows:

1. Rotation error. The rotation errors satisfy the following constraints: °e = 0 and

®e
¯e

= ¡ yx^^00

when motion ambiguities arise. The magnitude of the rotation error may be further subject to
the constraint of ®e =

y0e
Zavg f

0e
and ¯e = ¡ Zxavg
f , but this constraint weakens as the true and the

estimated FOE approach in¯nity. In particular, when the estimated translation approaches
in¯nity, the RMag constraint is not needed anymore. Only the RMag2 constraint is operative,
which tends to make the rotation estimates close to the true solution. Another in°uential
factor is FOV. Under large FOV, accurate rotation estimation is expected. On the other
hand, when FOV is small, the rotation parameters are estimated with di±culties.
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2. Translation error. Bas-relief valley is the major characteristic of the error surface; it is
a line de¯ned by the true FOE and the centroid of the feature points. The distribution of
the feature points and the depth-scaled feature points will also a®ect the location of the
bas-relief valley. Along the bas-relief valley, there is a local minimum at the opposite side of
the global minimum with respect to the origin, which we called the opposite minimum. The
residual error along the bas-relief valley also tends to have a local maximum somewhere near
the origin and approaches an asymptotic value as the estimated FOE moves towards in¯nity.
The location and the depth of the opposite minimum is determined by several factors. In
particular, the opposite minimum will be further away from the image center and its residual
value smaller when the FOV is small and the true translation is largely lateral. This opposite
minimum in the bas-relief valley poses severe problem to most SFM algorithms.
3. Depth distortion. If the SFM algorithms return the opposite minimum as the solution, a
distorted structure will be recovered. The behavior of such distortion depends on the location
of the opposite minimum. If it is far away from the origin, the distortion transformation
between the physical and reconstructed space belongs to relief transformation. Depth order
can be preserved if we perform the necessary depth order inversion. In contrast, when the
opposite minimum is close to the origin and returned as the solution, the depth distortion is
complex and can only be described by a full Cremona Transformation. However it should be
noted that if the features and depths are evenly distributed, a SFM algorithm taking proper
precaution should be able to avoid this kind of opposite minimum due to its large residual
error.
4. Type of translation. The type of translation has important in°uence on the con¯guration of the residual error surface. Under largely forward translation, the estimation of both
translation and rotation is relatively accurate unless the feature points are locally clustered
resulting in strong local minima within the image plane. In contrast, the SFM algorithms are
more likely to give erroneous motion estimation when the true translation is largely lateral.
However, as far as the depth recovery is concerned, translation that is largely lateral results
in depth distortion that has nice properties such as preservation of relief.
5. Type of cost function. Di®erent cost functions are obtained by setting n to di®erent
directions. Since the bas-relief ambiguity occurs when t1 and t2 are roughly perpendicular
^ ; v; we ) vanish, di®erent choices of n has little
to each other, making the numerator of p_ e (v
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in°uence on the formation of the bas-relief valley on the error surface. However the shape
of the error surface, and in particular, the error pro¯le along the bas-relief valley, could be
a®ected by the di®erent choices of n. Indeed, if n is not set as the \epipolar reconstruction"
direction, new local extrema would be introduced on the error surface when t1 is perpendicular
to n for any feature point, making the denominator of p_ e (^
v; v; we ) vanish. For instance, when
n is set as a constant direction, there will be a large number of local maxima and minima,
forming bands running roughly along the n? direction. For the cases of n equal to constant
direction and n equal to Linear Least Square Reconstruction direction, it can be shown that
the opposite minimum on the bas relief valley still persists. Last but not least, it is also clear
that the choice of n would directly a®ect the properties of the recovered depth.
6. Minimization strategy. There are many variants of SFM algorithms based on the differential epipolar constraint: Some estimates translation ¯rst and then the rotation (Zhang
and Tomasi 1999; Horn 1990; Adiv 1985; Heeger and Jepson 1992), some estimates rotation
¯rst and then the translation (Prazdny 1980), and others estimate all motion parameters
simultaneously (Ma et al. 2000; Kanatani 1993; Brooks et al. 1998). As long as the various
algorithms are purely based on the di®erential epipolar constraint, the results of our analysis
is applicable. For the algorithms that estimate the translation ¯rst based on other constraints
such as the motion parallax (Rieger and Lawton 1985), we need to ¯rst characterize the error
likely to exist in the estimated translation which is beyond the scope of this paper. However,
assuming an erroneous FOE has been obtained, we know that the corresponding rotational
errors will satisfy

®e
¯e

^
U

= ¡V^ and °e = 0 if the feature points and the depth-scaled feature

points are distributed evenly.

3.5

Experimental analysis

3.5.1

Visualization of the cost functions

In this section, we perform simulations on synthetic images to both visualize and verify the predictions obtained from the preceding theory. We also make additional observations along the way,
for instance, regarding the in°uence of density of feature points on the residual errors. These
simulations were carried out based on the \epipolar reconstruction" scheme.
As discussed in the preceding section, we use the translation error surface for visualization
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purpose. At each point on the plot, the FOE are ¯xed; then JR can be expressed as:
JR =

n
X

i=1

Ã

c1i ¡ (c2i ®
^ + c3i ¯^ + c 4i °^ )
±i

!2

(29)

where
c1i = u(y ¡ y^0 ) ¡ v(x ¡ x^0)
xy
y2
c2i =
(y ¡ y^0 ) ¡ ( + f) (x ¡ x^0)
f
f
xy
x2
c3i =
(x ¡ x^0 ) ¡ ( + f )(y ¡ y^0)
f
f
c4i = x(x ¡ x^0 ) + y (y ¡ y^0)
±i =

q

(x ¡ x^0)2 + (y ¡ y^0 )2

from which the rotation variables can be solved by a typical linear least squares ¯tting algorithm
such as the SVD (singular value decomposition) method. We performed this ¯tting for each ¯xed
FOE candidate over the whole 2-D search space and obtained the corresponding reprojected °ow
di®erence JR. The residual values were then plotted in such a way that the image intensity encoded
the relative value of the residual (bright pixel corresponded to high residual value and vice versa).
Furthermore, to illustrate the variation of JR along the bas-relief valley in details, we also plot
the cross-section of the residual error surface along the bas-relief line. Three types of curves were
plotted for this purpose, namely, the residual error curve, TrErr, and RotComp as de¯ned before,
respectively drawn in solid line, dashed line and dotted line.
The imaging surface was a plane with a dimension of 512 £ 512 pixels; its boundary was
delineated by a small rectangle in the center of the plots. The residuals were plotted over the whole
FOE search space, subtending the entire hemisphere in front of the image plane. We used visual
angle in degree rather than pixel as the FOE search step; thus the co-ordinates in the plots were
not linear in the pixel unit. Unless otherwise stated, the synthetic experiments have the following
parameters: the focal length was 512 pixels which meant a FOV of approximately 53 o; there were
200 object points whose depths ranged randomly from 512 to 1536 pixels; feature points were also
distributed randomly over the image plane; true rotational parameters were (0; 0:001; 0:001).
We conducted experiments under the following conditions: 1) varying amount of forward translation, ranging from head-on to lateral motion; 2) small versus large FOV; 3) feature points distributed evenly over the whole image plane versus those clustered at a corner; 4) depth-scaled feature
points distributed evenly over the whole image plane versus those clustered at a corner; 5) sparse
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versus dense °ow ¯eld; and 6) planar scene versus random scene.
Figure 6 shows the residual error images for di®erent translations. It can be seen that the basrelief valley becomes more obvious when the translation changed from being purely forward to being
purely lateral. Since the feature points distribution were (roughly) even, the TDir constraint was a
line passing through the image center and the true FOE. This can be clearly seen from Figures 6(b),
(c), and (d) where the translation was not purely forward. Distinct local minima were centered
around the true FOE and somewhere on the opposite side of the image center. We also plotted the
residual pro¯les along the bas-relief valleys (note that the residual pro¯les were plotted in terms
of pixels, whereas the residual error surfaces were plotted in terms of visual angles). Apparently,
the types of true translation had a signi¯cant in°uence on the formation of the opposite minimum.
The opposite minimum disappeared (or merged with the global minimum) for pure forward motion
(Figure 6(e)). As the global minimum moved towards the in¯nity, so did the opposite minimum.
The \false" minimum on the opposite side was much shallower than the \true" minimum in the case
of non-lateral motion, as can be seen from Figure 6(f), but in Figure 6(h) under lateral motion they
are almost equal in depth. The residual pro¯les also show clearly how the opposite minimum was
formed by the coupling of the RotComp curve and the TrErr curve. By looking at the numerical
values of the simulation data, we also found that for all the FOE candidates, the errors in the
estimated rotational parameters were such that equation (20) held (RDir constraint), while for the
rotational estimates around the opposite minimum, we further have their magnitudes satisfying
equation (21) (RMag constraint). Under lateral motion (Figure 6(d)), those candidates with the
smallest residuals were either the true translation or the translation in the opposite direction, while
the estimated rotation satis¯ed

®e
¯e

= ¡ VU . Not surprisingly, we found that for these candidates, the

magnitudes of we were quite arbitrary (though small) since the RMag constraint is ine®ective. It
may be noted in passing that from Figure 6 the maxima on the residual error image tended to form
a strip perpendicular to the minima strip, and was more prominent for the case of lateral motion.
Figure 7 shows the in°uence of FOV on the residual error images. While examining these plots,
it should be kept in mind that in our simulations, larger FOV was obtained by ¯xing the image
U
V
size and decreasing the focal length. Thus, under larger FOV the true FOE (f W
;fW
) would be

closer to the image center with the same translational velocity (U; V; W ). The opposite minimum in
Figure 7(a) was prominent with small residual value, while in Figure 7(b), the opposite minimum
was almost invisible (it was barely visible in Figure 7(d), being located at where the solid curve
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f )

(g)

(h)

Figure 6: Residual error for di®erent translations. Translational parameters (U; V; W) for (a), (b),
(c), and (d) are (0; 0; 2), (0:5; 0:5; 2) (1; 1; 1) and (1; 1; 0) respectively. Figures (e), (f), (g), and (h)
correspond to the residual pro¯les of the bas-relief valleys in (a), (b), (c), and (d) respectively. The
dashed, dotted, and solid curves respectively represent the TrErr, RotComp and Jr curves. The
residual error surfaces were plotted in terms of visual angles, whereas the residual pro¯les were
plotted in terms of pixels.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7: In°uence of the FOV on the residual error images. v = (1; 1; 1) for both (a) and (b);
FOV was 28o for (a) and 90o for (b). Figures (c) and (d) correspond to the residual pro¯les of the
bas-relief valleys in (a) and (b) respectively. Notations as before.
was just rising towards the asymptotic value in the opposite direction).
Figure 8 shows how the distribution of feature points and depth-scaled feature points a®ect
the residual error images. When the feature points were clustered around di®erent parts of the
image, it was as if the bas-relief valley were pulled by the centroid of the feature points. This was
illustrated in Figure 8(a) where the feature points were clustered in the upper left corner of the
image plane. In Figure 8(b), with sparse and randomly distributed feature points, the extrema
caused by these feature points can be seen to form around these feature points. Such local extrema
always exist but their e®ect was not signi¯cant if the feature points were su±ciently dense, as can
be seen from all the other residual error images (with 200 feature points) in this section. Figure
8(c) shows that the location of the centroid of the depth-scaled feature points would also a®ect the
formation of the bas-relief valley. Here, the centroid of the depth-scaled feature points was located
at the upper left corner of the image plane, resulting in an error surface as if the feature points
were centered in that region. The case of a planar scene was illustrated in Figure 8(d). There were
two clear minima, corresponding to the true and the alternative solutions for the planar scene. In
addition, as shown by the cross-section of the residual error surface along the bas-relief valley in
Figure 8(e), the opposite minimum still exists. Another bas-relief valley was also apparent along
the direction de¯ned by the alternative FOE and the origin. Figure 8(f) shows that this second
bas-relief valley also has similar pro¯le, that is, it also has a local minimum on the opposite side of
the alternative FOE. Finally, the numerical values of the simulation data show that, as predicted,
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 8: In°uence of the distribution of feature points and depth-scaled feature points on the
residual error images. (a) Feature points were clustered within a corner highlighted by a gray
rectangle; (b) 20 feature points were distributed randomly over the image plane. (c) Feature point
distribution was random over the image plane, whereas the depth distribution was such that the
depth-scaled feature points were clustered at the upper-left corner of the image plane; (d) All
the object points came from a plane with (L; M; N) = (¡0:002; 0:002; 0:002). Figures (e) and (f)
correspond to the residual pro¯les of the bas-relief valley and the second bas-relief valley in (d)
respectively. v = (1; 1; 1) for all the ¯gures.
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the rotational estimates no longer observed the RMag and the RMag2 constraints.

3.5.2

Inherent ambiguities and visual illusions

Our analyses in the preceding sections show that there are various ambiguities inherent to the
SFM problem which may cause erroneous 3-D motion estimation and distorted 3-D space reconstruction. The case of lateral motion was particularly studied because it possesses some unique
properties. It is also a motion often found in the biological world and a case heavily studied by
visual psychophysicists. In this section, we attempt to explain a well-known human visual illusion,
the \rotating cylinder illusion" which is commonly observed in psychophysical experiments. We attribute this illusion to the imprecise estimation of the 3D motion caused by the inherent ambiguities
and the corresponding distorted structure recovered from the erroneous motion estimates.

Rotating cylinder illusion

Figure 9: Con¯guration of the \rotating cylinder illusion". Dynamic random-dot display representing a rotating cylinder rotates about a vertical axis through its centroid with speed ¯ 0.
The equivalent egomotion for an observer positioned at o is given by (®; ¯; °) = (0; ¡¯0; 0) and
(U; V; W ) = (¯0 Z0; 0; 0) where Z0 is the distance between the optical center and the centroid of the
cylinder.
In the psychophysical experiments, the rotating cylinder illusion amounts to the following situation: Dynamic random-dot display representing a rotating cylinder occupies a small portion of
the visual ¯eld and rotates around a vertical axis passing through the center of the cylinder, as
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shown in Figure 9. It was found that sometimes the cylinder (as well as other curved objects) was
perceived as rotating in a direction opposite to the true one and the correspondingly perceived
structure underwent a change in the sign of curvature; that is a convex object was perceived as
concave and vice versa (Ho®man 1998).

Explanations
Some computational models have been proposed to explain the rotating cylinder illusion (Koenderink and Van Doorn 1991; Soatto and Brockett 1998). Koenderink and Doorn (Koenderink and
Van Doorn 1991) argued that since the solution of SFM under perspective projection cannot explain the e®ect (there can be only one solution), it could be that the human visual system somehow
adopts an a±ne projection model. Soatto and Brockett (Soatto and Brockett 1998) attributed
these illusions to the presence of noise.
A di®erent view can be inferred from the standpoint of our theory. Given the conditions
present in that of the rotating cylinder illusion (small FOV, lateral translation and small depth
range), all conducive towards the formation of the opposite minimum, rotating cylinder illusion
can be attributed to the erroneous motion estimates caused by the opposite minimum, or more
precisely, the error con¯guration with v
^ = ¡v,

®e
¯e

= ¡ VU and °e = 0. Consider the case where

¯0 > 0, we have under the error con¯guration ¯ = ¡¯ 0 < 0; U^ = ¡¯0Z0 < 0. Since the object was
perceived as rotating opposite to the veridical direction, we further have: ¯^ > 0. Thus it holds that

¯e < ¡¯0 < 0. According to the results in section 3.3, when the relative translation is perceived as
opposite to the veridical motion such that ¸1 < 0, the depth order relationship of any two depths
Z1 and Z2 would depend on the signs of the perceived depths Z^1 and Z^2. We can determine the sign
of Z^1 and Z^2 as follows. When the rotating cylinder illusion took place, the subject often reported
a perceived rotation which had roughly the same speed as the veridical one, that is ¯^ = ¯0 and
U^ = ¡¯0 Z0. With all depths under view greater than
immediately obtain the distortion factor

1
(¡1+¸2Z)

Z0
2

under the experimental con¯guration, we

> 0 for all the perceived depths. This means that

all depths are perceived as positive and thus all depth orders are reversed; it follows that convex
object is perceived as concave and vice versa. Since the erroneous 3-D motion at the opposite
minimum would be perceived with equal likelihood as the accurate 3-D motion under pure lateral
motion, it also explains why the illusion was reported to occur only intermittently.
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4

Role of Noise on 3-D Motion Estimation

In practice, optical °ow is always estimated with some noise. We express the noise-corrupted °ow
¸_ as:
p
¸_ = p_ + p
_n
p
= (u + un; v + vn; 0)T

(30)

¸_ in equation (13), equation
where p_ n is the °ow component caused by noise. If we replace p
_ by p
(14) still holds, that is, the reprojected °ow di®erence along the n direction is still zero. It follows
that the noise-corrupted cost function, denoted as JRn, can be obtained as follows:
JRn = JR

0

y

x 0e
Z

(x¡x^0 ;y¡y^0 )¢(vrote ¡ 0Ze ;
XB
(x¡x^0 ;y¡y^0 )¢n
+2
@
(x¡x^0;y¡y^0)¢(¡vn ;un )
£ (x¡x^0 ;y¡y^0 )¢n

+

¡urote )

X µ (x ¡ x^0; y ¡ y^0) ¢ (¡v n; un) ¶2

1
C
A

(x ¡ x^0; y ¡ y^0) ¢ n

(31)

JRn consists of three terms. The ¯rst term is that of the noise-free case. The second term can be
positive or negative, whereas the last term is always zero or positive. These are the most that can
be said about the e®ect of noise without further introducing assumptions about the noise. Next,
we investigate the behavior of SFM algorithms under the e®ects of speci¯c noise types.

4.1

Isotropic noise model

Isotropic noise model has been frequently used for noise analysis in the computer vision community.
The isotropic noise is de¯ned as an independent Gaussian noise with identical covariance matrix
K = diagf¾2; ¾2 ; 0g. Under this noise model, the e®ect of noise on the periphery of the search
space are small. Referring to the expression

³

(x¡x^0 ;y¡y^0 )¢(¡vn ;un)
(x¡x^0 ;y¡y^0 )¢n

´

contained in both the second

and the third terms of equation (31), it is basically a projection of the random noise on the vectors
(x ¡ x^0; y ¡ y^0 ) which are approximately constant in the periphery of the search space. The net
e®ect of noise in the periphery is therefore rather benign as shown in Figure 10 where an isotropic
noise with a standard deviation ¯xed at 50% of the average °ow speed (SNR = 7:08dB) has been
added to each component of the °ow vector. The same noise has a \stronger" and more complex
e®ect on the topology of the residual in the center of the image. This e®ect is especially obvious
when the features are sparse, which can be seen by comparing Figure 10(b) with Figure 10(c).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 10: Residual error images for °ow ¯elds with isotropic noise. Number of feature points were
200 for (a) and (b) and 2000 for (c). v = (0; 0; 2) for (a) and v = (1; 1; 1) for both (b) and (c).
Some researchers demonstrated the robustness of their algorithms by conducting experiments
using dense °ow ¯eld with isotropic noise. However such noise model is often unrealistic. We show
in the next section what happens when the noise model is non-isotropic.

4.2

Anisotropic noise model

A simple anisotropic noise model is one where the noise added to each °ow depends on the °ow
itself. Speci¯cally, for each noiseless °ow we add a noise whose horizontal and vertical components
are Gaussian with standard deviations proportional to the horizontal and vertical components of
the noiseless °ow respectively. With this model, the noise tends to point towards the same direction
as the noiseless °ow. Such a model receives partial theoretical support from (FermÄuller et al. 2001)
in which a more complicated model was presented compared to the one adopted here.
The e®ect of noise under this model shows a strong directional anisotropy; this is especially so
for the case where the noiseless °ow ¯eld itself is also predominant in certain direction. Let us denote
this direction as nn. This e®ect of such anisotropy is most signi¯cant at the periphery of the plots
where the FOE estimates are far away from image center and have (x ¡ x^0; y ¡ y^0 ) approximately
pointing in the same direction. When this direction is parallel to nn, the contribution of the third
term in equation (31) would be small, and vice versa. The e®ect of the second term in equation
(31) is also strongly direction-dependent, although the dependence is more complex. Su±ce it to
say that the resultant residual error images have their local minima being pulled towards the nn
direction and the periphery of the plots. This is illustrated in Figure 11.
It can be seen from Figure 11 that the in°uence of a 50% anisotropic noise is quite signi¯cant.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 11: Residual error images for the °ow ¯elds with anisotropic noise. Numbers of feature
points were 200 for (a), 2000 for (b) and v = (1; 1; 1) for (a) and (b). For (c), number of feature
points was 800, and v = (0; 0; 2). w = (0; 0:0005; 0:001) and noise level was 50% for all the images.
For the case of v = (1; 1; 1) and w = (0; 0:0005; 0:001) under the scene in view (Figures 11(a) and
11(b)), the noise was biased towards the direction nn = (0:82; 0:56). We can see that the bas-relief
valley was \pulled" towards the nn direction. This e®ect persisted as we increased the number of
feature points, as shown in Figure 11(b). For the case of forward motion (Figure 11(c)), the value
of nn is (0:77; 0:64). We can see a clear minima strip formed outside the image plane with the
global minimum perturbed to (90; ¡28).

(a)

(b)

Figure 12: In°uence of true rotation. Translational parameters were (1; 1; 1) for both (a) and (b).
Rotational parameters were (0; 0; 0) for (a) and (0; 0:001; 0) for (b). Noise level is 50% for all the
images.
The implication of the above is that while true rotation parameters do not explicitly appear in
the expression of JRn , their values can in°uence the performance of SFM algorithms by indirectly
a®ecting the distribution of noise. For instance, a strong rotation around the Y -axis would result
in a strong horizontal °ow, which will pull the bas-relief valley towards the horizontal direction due
to the aforementioned anisotropic noise. Such phenomenon is often observed in practice, the result
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being that the FOE cannot be reliably estimated when the rotation is dominant. Figure 12 shows
the in°uence of the true rotation on the residual error images under anisotropic noise model.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 13: Residual error images using feature points from di®erent patches. All the parameters
were the same as Figure 11(c) except in the way we utilized the feature points. The feature points
used in (a) and (b) were those found in the top-left and the top-right quarter of the image plane
respectively. Figure (c) was the binary image obtained by intersecting the thresholded versions of
(a) and (b).
In real images, features found in one surface patch may have di®erent optical °ows from those
in another surface patch. According to our anisotropic noise model, the average noise directions
in these two patches would also be di®erent. If we were to perform SFM separately from these
two patches, we would expect the minima strip to be pulled along di®erent directions; however,
the region around the true solution would be less a®ected. This was illustrated in Figures 13(a)
and (b). One can capitalize on this characteristic, say, by performing a simple thresholding on the
residual values of Figures 13(a) and (b) and intersecting the resulting binary maps. The result was
illustrated in Figure 13(c), where the centroid of the \common area" was at (¡12; 0), closer to the
true FOE estimate than the global minimum obtained by using all the feature points in the image
simultaneously. This observation can be used to formulate a plausible strategy to improve motion
estimation; its feasibility will be further tested on real images in the next section.

4.3

Experiments on real images

The aim of this section is to carry out experiments on real images so as to verify the various
predictions made, and to study the feasibility of a better algorithm based on the knowledge of the
topology of the error surfaces.
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Table 1: The parameters of three real image sequences
Image Size

f

Translation

Rotation

COKE

300£300

439.4

(x0; y0) = (¡25; 25)

(0.0006,0.0006,0.004)

YosemiteNoCloud

252£316

337.5

(x0 ; y0) = (0; 59)

(0.0002,0.0016,-0.0002)

SOFA1

256£256

309.0

(U; V; W ) = (0:814; 0:581; 0)

(-0.0203,0.0284,0)

Three familiar real image sequences were used. The parameters of these sequences are listed
in Table 1. Among them, only the COKE sequence is genuinely \real", while the other two
are computer generated sequences. The YosemiteNoCloud sequence is the well-known Yosemite
sequence minus the cloud in the top portion of the images, whereas the SOFA1 2 sequence describes
a simple indoor scene with constant lateral translation and quite signi¯cant rotational components.
The optical °ow was obtained using Lucas's method (Lucas 1984) with a temporal window of
15 frames. Relatively dense optical °ow ¯elds (around 3000 feature points for each sequence)
were obtained. Again, the estimated epipolar direction was adopted as the direction for depth
reconstruction.
The residual error images were shown in Figure 14, from which several observations can be
made.
² Figure 14(c) shows local minima strips along the average optical °ow direction, especially
outside the image plane. This might be due to the e®ect of anisotropic noise as discussed
above. As for the case of lateral motion in SOFA1, the anisotropic noise also in°uences the
direction of the bas-relief valley. As can be seen in Figure 14(i), the bas-relief valley was
pulled towards the average optical °ow direction, which was roughly horizontal.
² The e®ect of the clustered feature points was obvious for each case. Speci¯cally, prominent
edges on the image resulted in a clustered feature distribution, as in the case of YosemiteNoCloud. Local minima were formed along the edge, as shown in Figure 14(f).
² Rotation estimates. While the numerical values of the simulation data with synthetic images
in Section 3.5 showed that under all con¯gurations except the planar case, ° was invariably
estimated with high accuracy for all the FOE candidates, this was not the case for real images.
As far as ®e and ¯e were concerned, the numerical values also showed that the corresponding
2

courtesy of the Computer Vision Group, Heriot-Watt University (http://www.cee.hw.ac.uk/»mtc/sofa)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Figure 14: Residual error images for real image sequences. Each row corresponds to one image
sequence. From top to bottom: COKE, YosemiteNoCloud and SOFA1. For each row, an actual
image of the sequence, the optical °ow ¯eld and the residual error image are shown from left to
right. True FOEs and global minima of the residual error surfaces were highlighted by \+" and\£"
on the residual error images respectively.
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RDir and RMag constraints were signi¯cantly modi¯ed, possibly due to the presence of nonisotropic noise.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 15: Residual error images resulting from using features in di®erent regions in the COKE
image. Figure (a) was obtained by using features from the bottom-left and Figure (b) from the
bottom-right quarter of the image plane respectively. Figure (c) was the binary image obtained by
performing an intersection of the thresholded version of (a) and (b).
Figure 15 demonstrates how we can make use of the knowledge of the topology to design a
better algorithm. In the case of anisotropic noise, instead of using all the features simultaneously
in an image, we performed SFM separately, each time using features found in di®erent patches.
The average optical °ows found in di®erent patches will be usually pointing to di®erent directions.
The resultant residual error images would thus be pulled di®erently according to the average °ow
directions. By combining the separate residual error images, one can obtain a better and more
robust FOE estimate. Figure 15 (c) was the binary image obtained by performing an intersection
of the thresholded version of Figures 15 (a) and (b) (the residual error images resulting from
using di®erent patches). It can be seen that the uncertainty area of the FOE estimate has been
much reduced, thereby illustrating the feasibility of the idea. Better strategy for combining the
estimation results from di®erent patches can be devised so that factors such as feature number and
°ow con¯guration in each patch can be taken into account.

5

Conclusions and Future Directions

Understanding the inherent motion ambiguities is critical for addressing the SFM problem. To this
end, we have developed a geometrically motivated motion error analysis method which is capable
of depicting the topological structures of the various optimization cost functions. The motion error
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con¯gurations likely to cause ambiguities were made clear, under noiseless and noisy conditions and
under di®erent motion types. Other conditions that may a®ect the location of the ambiguities such
as feature distribution and density were also considered. This in turn was followed by an analysis
of the depth distortion caused by these motion ambiguities using the iso-distortion framework. The
analysis shed light on a well-known human perceptual illusion | the rotating cylinder illusion.
Experiments on both synthetic and real image sequences were carried out. Results obtained on real
image sequences seemed to con¯rm the anisotropic noise model. Results also showed that factors
such as sparseness of features, coupled with anisotropic noise distribution, may have great impact
on the residual error distribution.
This work represents part of the ongoing study towards fully understanding the behavior of SFM
algorithms. More work needs to be done to extend our understanding in areas such as uncalibrated
motion ambiguities. Though we focus on the calibrated case throughout the paper, our approach
can be readily adopted to analyzing the behavior of SFM algorithms under uncalibrated case. More
details and some preliminary results can be found in (Xiang 2001). Some partial analyses with a
view towards such understanding has been carried out in (Cheong and Peh 2000) using the depthis-positive constraint. Similarly, the preceding depth distortion analysis should lead to the more
important question of what can be done with such distorted depth. Finally, by understanding
how the topology changes, it opens up the possibility of a more robust algorithm. The important
conclusion of this work is that the SFM algorithms assume di®erent behaviors under di®erent
motion-scene con¯gurations, corroborating the view that current SFM algorithms can perform well
only in restricted domains (Oliensis 2000a). It follows that if we can characterize and identify the
di®erent behaviors and domains, it then becomes possible to propose better algorithms or to fuse
the results of several existing algorithms.
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